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Abstract

We present fast locally-corrected spectral methods for linear constant-coefficient elliptic systems of partial differential
equations in d-dimensional periodic geometry. First, arbitrary second-order elliptic systems are converted to overdeter-
mined first-order systems. Overdetermination preserves ellipticity, while first-order systems eliminate mixed derivatives,
resolve convection–diffusion conflicts, and simplify derivative computations. Second, a periodic fundamental solution is
derived by Fourier analysis and mollified for rapid convergence, independent of the regularity of the elliptic problem.
Third, a new Ewald summation technique for first-order elliptic systems locally corrects the mollified solution to achieve
high-order accuracy. We also discuss second-kind boundary integral equations based on single layer potentials formed
with the mollified and corrected fundamental solution, which form a useful toolkit for solving general elliptic boundary
value problems in general domains. The resulting spectral methods provide highly accurate solutions and derivatives
for periodic problems.
� 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A wide variety of time-independent physical problems find mathematical expression as second-order linear
constant-coefficient elliptic systems
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where ul
;j is the partial derivative of ul with respect to xj. Such systems include the Poisson, Stokes and linear

elasticity equations, which are often solved by specialized, inflexible codes for specific systems [1–3]. In this
paper, we present a flexible new top-down approach which solves a wide spectrum of elliptic systems with uni-
form efficiency, and apply our new approach to develop accurate and efficient new spectral methods for elliptic
problems in periodic domains. The new methods promise uniform accuracy for nonsmooth solutions and
complex domains which are inaccessible to classical Fourier techniques.

Our approach converts any system (1) to a simple overdetermined first-order system
Xd

j¼1

Aju;j þ A0u ¼ f ;
where each Aj is a p · q matrix and u is a q-vector. The conversion eliminates mixed derivatives, resolves con-
vection-diffusion conflicts, and reduces condition numbers from O(N2) to O(N) at resolution N. It solves all
elliptic systems with a single efficient code, because linear algebra takes its proper place: correlating local rela-
tions between solution components. In the context of boundary integral formulations, the first-order conver-
sion eliminates complicated relations between higher-order potential operators and employs single-layer
potentials exclusively.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we convert arbitrary second-order elliptic problems to over-
determined first-order systems. In Section 3, we represent the solution to an overdetermined periodic first-
order system as a ‘‘box potential’’ computed by integration against a fundamental solution. A periodic
fundamental solution is derived by Fourier analysis in Section 4. A natural definition of ellipticity for first-
order systems is justified. Suboptimal convergence of standard spectral methods for problems with nonsmooth
solutions is discussed in Section 5. The classical Ewald summation technique which resolves convergence dif-
ficulties for the Poisson equation is reviewed in Section 6. In Section 7, a new Ewald summation technique for
first-order elliptic systems is presented. It splits the fundamental solution into a global rapidly-converging
Fourier series, mollified by a matrix exponential, and an error term. In classical Ewald summation, the error
term is computed via special functions and integration, which cannot easily be done for a general elliptic sys-
tem. Instead, we compute the error term by a simple Taylor expansion in Fourier space, which locally corrects
the mollified fundamental solution by an asymptotic series of local differential operators. Our new mollifica-
tion and local correction techniques are combined with the fast Fourier transform, Padé codes for small dense
matrix exponentials, and high-order uncentered differencing to solve first-order elliptic systems in Section 8. In
Section 9, we present a simple algebraic algorithm for the automatic computation of local correction coeffi-
cients which achieve high-order accuracy at minimal cost. Section 10 presents numerical experiments which
verify efficiency and accuracy. In Section 11 we discuss extensions such as boundary integral equations for
complex domains and variable-coefficient systems.
2. Conversion to first-order systems

Conversion to a first-order system replaces tiresome case-by-case analyses by linear algebra, computes
derivatives of the solution automatically, and fosters the development of practical yet general codes for elliptic
systems. In previous work on moving interfaces [4–6], for example, the various physical models of bulk pro-
cesses require a wide array of solvers for elliptic and parabolic problems, and move the interface via computed
normal derivatives of the solution. This complicated and sensitive technology would be greatly simplified by
efficient codes for the stable computation of solutions and derivatives to general elliptic systems.

We convert the second-order system (1) to a first-order system by introducing all solution components ul

and their first derivatives ul
;j as components of a q-vector u ¼ ðu1; u2; . . . ; us; u1

;1; u
2
;1; . . . ; us

;dÞ ¼
ðu1; u2; . . . ; uqÞ 2 Rq. The vector u satisfies p = (d + d(d � 1)/2 + 1)s P q = (1 + d)s equations, which guaran-
tee the following three conditions:

(a) the first s components (u1,u2, . . . ,us) constitute a solution to the original second-order elliptic system in
the new variables
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(b) the subsequent ds components are the appropriate derivatives of the first s
ui;j ¼ uiþsj; 1 6 i 6 s; 1 6 j 6 d;
(c) the d(d � 1)s mixed partial derivatives are equal, so the appropriate uj are the derivatives of a single func-
tion ul
uiþsk;j ¼ uiþsj;k; 1 6 i 6 s; 1 6 k < j 6 d:
Conditions (a)–(c) can be summarized by a first-order linear system with matrix coefficients Aj
Au :¼
Xd

j¼1

Aju;j þ A0u ¼ f : ð2Þ
The matrices Aj have p rows and q 6 p columns, so the system appears overdetermined. Nonetheless, if an
appropriate definition of ellipticity is satisfied (Section 4), the boundary value problem is Fredholm: solutions
exist for data f subject to a finite number of compatibility conditions, and are unique up to a finite-dimensional
kernel [7–9]. A complete algebraic theory of such conversions, and of the ellipticity of the resulting systems, is
developed in [10].

A similar conversion is employed in the first-order system least squares (FOSLS) approach, which solves
the resulting first-order system by a finite element method [11]. The FOSLS approach treats conditions (a),
(b) and (c) differently, as in the Agmon–Douglis–Nirenberg theory of elliptic systems [12]. Formulation of sec-
ond-order equations as first-order symmetric hyperbolic systems has also been standard in the analysis and
numerical solution of hyperbolic equations for wave propagation [13–15].

Conversion to first-order systems is straightforward for the following standard physical problems

Example 1. For the Poisson equation Du = f in dimension d = 2, an equivalent first-order system is
1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

26664
37775

u

u;x
u;y

264
375
;x

þ

0 0 0

1 0 0

0 �1 0

0 0 1

26664
37775

u

u;x
u;y

264
375
;y

þ

0 �1 0

0 0 �1

0 0 0

0 0 0

26664
37775

u

u;x
u;y

264
375 ¼

0

0

0

f

26664
37775:
Example 2. For the three-dimensional steady incompressible Stokes equations
�mDuþrP ¼ f ; r � u ¼ 0;
the pressure P satisfies a first-order equation, so conversion yields 3 + 1 + 9 + 9 = 22 first-order equations in
3 + 1 + 3 · 3 = 13 unknowns (u1,u2,u3,p,u1,1, . . . ,u3,3).

Example 3. The time-harmonic Maxwell system
r� E � ixlH ¼ 0; r � E ¼ q; r� H þ ix�E ¼ J ; r � H ¼ 0; ð3Þ
is naturally posed in first-order overdetermined form, so conversion is unnecessary.
3. Integral formulas for solutions of first-order systems

We represent any smooth solution u, of a first-order system Au = f, as a ‘‘box potential’’ u = Bf formed by
integration of the right-hand-side f against the fundamental solution u constructed in Section 4. This repre-
sentation is analogous to the solution of a linear system Ax = b by the inverse matrix A�1b.

By Gauss’ divergence theorem [13], any smooth function g satisfies
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Z
Q

g;j dx ¼
Z

C
njg dc; 1 6 j 6 d;
where n = (n1,n2, . . . ,nd) is the outward unit normal vector to the boundary C of a smooth d-dimensional do-
main Q. Suppose we can find a q · p matrix-valued ‘‘fundamental solution’’ u ¼ ux : Rd ! Rq�p with pole at
x 2 Q, a distributional solution of the inhomogeneous adjoint system
Xd

j¼1

�u;jAj þ uA0 ¼ dxI : ð4Þ
Here dx is a Dirac delta at x and I is the q · q identity matrix. Apply Gauss’ divergence theorem to each prod-
uct uAju and use the product rule for differentiation
Z

Q
u;jAju dxþ

Z
Q

uAju;j dx ¼
Z

C
njuAjudr:
Sum over j = 1 to d, add and subtract the zero-order term in the first-order system to get
Z
Q

Xd

j¼1

u;jAju� uA0udxþ
Z

Q

Xd

j¼1

uAju;j þ uA0udx ¼
Z

C

Xd

j¼1

njuAjudr: ð5Þ
In general, Eq. (5) leads to a boundary integral equation for u. For the present periodic problem, we specialize
to a d-dimensional cube Q = [a,b]d and impose periodic boundary conditions on u and ux. Then the boundary
term vanishes by periodicity and u(x) is determined everywhere in Q as the ‘‘box potential’’ Bf of the right-
hand-side f
uðxÞ ¼ Bf ðxÞ :¼
Z

Q
uxðyÞf ðyÞdy:
4. The Fourier series of a fundamental solution

Next we construct an effective evaluation formula for the fundamental solution u. Assume by scaling if nec-
essary that the cube Q ¼ ½�p; p�d � Rd . Then the standard Fourier series pair on Q reads
f ðxÞ ¼
X
k2Zd

f̂ ðkÞe�ikTx; f̂ ðkÞ ¼ 1

jQj

Z
Q

f ðyÞeikTy dy; bf;jðkÞ ¼ �ikjf̂ ðkÞ;
where k ¼ ðk1; k2; . . . ; kdÞ 2 Zd means each entry kj of the d-vector k is a positive or negative integer or zero,
jQj = (2p)d is the volume of Q and dy = dy1dy2 . . . dyd. Thus by Eq. (4), the Fourier coefficients of ux are q · p

matrices satisfying
cuxðkÞ
Xd

j¼1

ikjAj þ A0

 !
¼ cuxðkÞAðkÞ ¼

eikTx

jQj I ; ð6Þ
where A ¼ AðkÞ ¼ i
Pd

j¼1kjAj þ A0 is p · q with q 6 p and I is the q · q identity matrix. A solution cux exists if A

is injective, meaning it has linearly independent columns, maximal rank q, or equivalently a trivial nullspace.
This observation justifies a classical definition of ellipticity (in the sense of Protter [7–10]), which ensures thatcux exists for almost all k:

Definition 1. The first-order system Eq. (2) is elliptic if the ‘‘principal part’’ i
Pd

j¼1kjAj is injective for every
nonzero vector k.

This definition implies that any elliptic system on a periodic box is solvable in Fourier space for almost every
k, because the zero-order coefficient A0 is always small relative to the principal part for all sufficiently large k

and the set of injective p · q matrices is open. In real space, the exceptional k’s correspond to a finite-dimen-
sional space of constraints on the right-hand-side and a finite-dimensional nullspace. An elliptic system is
therefore ‘‘Fredholm’’ [16] or ‘‘normally solvable’’.
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A solution of the underdetermined linear system (6) for cux can be explicitly found for almost every k by the
pseudoinverse formula
cuxðkÞ ¼
eikTx

jQj ðA
�ðkÞAðkÞÞ�1A�ðkÞ ¼ eikTx

jQj AyðkÞ;
where A� is the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse [17]. Thus the fundamental solution has a Fourier series
uxðyÞ ¼
1

jQj
X
k2Zd

eikTðx�yÞðSðkÞÞ�1A�ðkÞ; ð7Þ
where S = A*A, if A(k) is injective for all k 2 Zd . Isolated k vectors where injectivity fails correspond to com-
patibility conditions such as mean-zero requirements, and must be treated carefully in practical computations.
We verify ellipticity for two of the systems from Section 2:

Example 4. For the 2D Poisson equation, everything can be worked out explicitly
A ¼

ik1 �1 0

ik2 0 �1

0 �ik2 ik1

0 ik1 ik2

26664
37775; A�A ¼

k2 ik1 ik2

�ik1 1þ k2 0

�ik2 0 1þ k2

264
375;
where k2 ¼ k2
1 þ k2

2 ¼ jkj
2. and the inverse matrix is
ðA�AÞ�1 ¼ 1

k4ð1þ k2Þ

ð1þ k2Þ2 ik1ð1þ k2Þ ik2ð1þ k2Þ
�ik1ð1þ k2Þ k2ð1þ k2Þ � k2

2 k1k2

�ik2ð1þ k2Þ k1k2 k2ð1þ k2Þ � k2
1

2664
3775;
Since the principal part
i
Xd

j¼1

kjAj ¼

ik1 0 0

ik2 0 0

0 �ik2 ik1

0 ik1 ik2

26664
37775 ;
is injective for k 6¼ 0, the first-order system is elliptic. It would not be elliptic if we omitted the third row, which
requires the equality of the mixed partial derivatives. Thus overdetermination preserves ellipticity.

Example 5. The time-harmonic Maxwell system (3) is elliptic by Definition 4. Indeed, if k · E = 0 and
k Æ E = 0 then components of E which are perpendicular and parallel to k both vanish, so E must vanish.
The overdetermined p = 8 · 6 = q system (3) avoids well-known difficulties in treating the parallel conditions
on $ Æ H and $ Æ E as auxiliary constraints [18].
5. Divergence issues

Given the Fourier series representation (7) of the fundamental solution, we could solve an elliptic system
(2), with a smooth solution u in the cube Q, by the following Fourier method: Approximate Nd Fourier coef-
ficients f̂ ðkÞ by the trapezoidal rule, evaluated with the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), multiply each coeffi-
cient f̂ ðkÞ by the corresponding cu0ðkÞ, and evaluate the Fourier series for u on a regular grid with another
FFT. However, the Fourier series representation (7) of a fundamental solution usually diverges in any C r

norm, because buðkÞ ¼ Oð1=jkjÞ as k!1. The divergence is more severe in higher dimensions whereP
Oð1=jkjÞ ¼ Oðjkjd�1Þ. Thus the Fourier method depends on smooth solutions for rapid convergence, and

diverges in Cr norms via the Gibbs phenomenon when solutions are not smooth [19,20].
We use Ewald summation to resolve divergence issues and improve the accuracy of the computed solution.

It multiplies each Fourier coefficient by a carefully structured Gaussian filter to achieve rapid convergence,
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and then compensates by a local correction of the filtering error. We begin with a review of the classical par-
adigm in the next section, and derive a new Ewald summation technique for elliptic systems in Sections 7–9.

6. Classical Ewald summation

The classical version of Ewald summation [21] is widely used in computational chemistry [22,23] and fluid
mechanics [24,25], and has been used to construct fast Poisson and Stokes solvers [26–28]. It separates global
from local effects to provide a rapidly converging formula for the periodic mean-zero fundamental solution G
of the Poisson equation.

A simple derivation of classical Ewald summation can be based on Fourier analysis and the method of
images, for the periodic fundamental solution Kt of the heat equation u,t = Du, given by two separate but
equal formulas
Ktðx; tÞ ¼
1

jQj
X

k

e�tjkj2 eikTx ¼ ð4ptÞ�d=2
X

k

e�jx�2pkj2=4t: ð8Þ
Correspondingly, the fundamental solution G of the Poisson equation has a Fourier series
GðxÞ ¼ 1

jQj
X
k 6¼0

�1

jkj2
eikTx ¼ �1

jQj
X
k 6¼0

Z 1

0

e�tjkj2 dt eikTx:
Splitting the time integral at t = s, recognizing the heat kernel Kt, and using each formula from Eq. (8) where
it converges the fastest, expresses G as the sum of two rapidly-converging series
GðxÞ ¼ �1

jQj
X
k 6¼0

e�sjkj2

jkj2
eikTx þ

Z s

0

1

jQj � ð4ptÞ�d=2
X

k

e�jx�2pkj2=4t dt

 !

¼ 1

jQj s�
X
k 6¼0

e�sjkj2

jkj2
eikTx

 !
�
X

k

Z s

0

ð4ptÞ�d=2e�jx�2pkj2=4t dt: ð9Þ
The remaining time integrals can be evaluated exactly in terms of incomplete gamma functions, which account
for the singularity at x = 0 and decay rapidly as jxj increases. By optimizing the choice of s, the fundamental
solution can be evaluated with less than a dozen terms of each series. Combined with nonuniform fast Fourier
transforms (FFTs), this yields fast solvers for various problems associated with the Poisson equation [26,27].
The Stokes equation is equivalent to the Poisson and biharmonic operators, and complicated by the diver-
gence constraint [24,25,28]. However, Ewald summation has not been derived for systems such as linear elas-
ticity, because exact evaluation of the integral from 0 to s in Eq. (9) requires a matrix-valued special function
technology which does not exist. Our new Ewald summation schemes are designed for general first-order ellip-
tic systems.

7. Ewald summation for elliptic systems

Ewald summation for a general first-order elliptic system relies on two key observations.
First, the Hermitian matrix S(k) = A*(k)A(k) is positive definite for an elliptic system. This follows from

injectivity of A(k) and implies that
SðkÞ�1 ¼
Z 1

0

e�tSðkÞ dt

¼
Z s

0

e�tSðkÞ dt þ
Z 1

s
e�tSðkÞ dt

¼ ðI � e�sSðkÞÞSðkÞ�1 þ e�sSðkÞSðkÞ�1
; ð10Þ
where etS denotes the matrix exponential, defined for Hermitian matrices S by unitary diagonalization
etS ¼ etUKU� ¼ UetKU � where S ¼ UKU �; UU � ¼ U �U ¼ I :
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Thus the natural mollifier e�sS splits the time integral (10) at t = s, as in the classical Ewald summation
(9), and expresses the fundamental solution as a rapidly converging global contribution uF and a local correc-
tion uL
uxðyÞ ¼
1

jQj
X

k

e�sSðkÞSðkÞ�1A�ðkÞeikTðx�yÞ þ 1

jQj
X

k

ðI � e�sSðkÞÞSðkÞ�1A�ðkÞeikTðx�yÞ

¼uF
x ðyÞ þ uL

x ðyÞ:
Second, the local contribution uL, which does not converge rapidly as a Fourier series, can conveniently be
evaluated by an asymptotic series of real-space differential operators. This contrasts with classical Ewald
summation, where the real-space kernel of the local contribution is expressed by special functions. General
elliptic systems do not permit such expression, because the appropriate matrix-valued special functions are
not available. Instead, we employ a Taylor series expansion in Fourier space. Because the mollifier is a ma-
trix exponential e�sS, this eliminates the nonlocal operator S�1 and yields a series of local differential
operators
ðI � e�sSÞS�1A� ¼ s� 1

2
s2S þ 1

6
s3S2 � � � �

� �
A�: ð11Þ
For a small number of k values, A(k) may not be injective. For those k, the pseudoinverse matrix S�

replaces S�1A* and SS� becomes the projection P0 perpendicular to the kernel of A(k), rather than the
identity. The resulting modified Eq. (11) corresponds to the s term in Eq. (9) for the classical Poisson
case.

After Taylor expansion, the local part of the fundamental solution has a real-space asymptotic expansion in
terms of the usual Dirac point mass
dxðyÞ ¼
1

jQj
X

k

eikTðx�yÞ;
and its derivatives
s� 1

2!
s2S þ 1

3!
s3S2 � � � �

� �
A�dxðyÞI : ð12Þ
Here the differential operator A, its formal adjoint A* and square S are given by
Au ¼ Aju;j þ A0u; A�v ¼ �A�j v;j þ A�0v; S ¼ A�A:
As the most immediate consequence, the simplest local differential correction sA*dx improves the order of
accuracy of the mollified fundamental solution from O(s) to O(s2).

We now translate our Ewald summation technique from the fundamental solution to a specific solution u of
the elliptic system.
8. Fourier solution of the elliptic system

Our Ewald summation technique for the fundamental solution u splits the box potential u = Bf into global
and local parts as follows:
uðxÞ ¼BFf ðxÞ þ BLf ðxÞ

¼
X
k2Zd

e�sSðSðkÞÞ�1A�ðkÞf̂ ðkÞe�ikTx þ s� 1

2!
s2S þ 1

3!
s3S2 � � � �

� �
A�f ðxÞ:
BFf is a rapidly converging Fourier series, while BLf is a local correction. Each can be evaluated by standard
tools of numerical analysis, tailored to their specific properties.

We evaluate BFf on a regular grid with mesh size h = 2p/N in three steps. First, the Fourier coefficients f̂ ðkÞ
of f are approximated by the trapezoidal rule and efficiently evaluated with the FFT. If f is smooth and
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periodic, the error in f̂ ðkÞ is spectrally small. Otherwise, the trapezoidal rule will give less accurate results; then
specialized techniques such as attenuation factors [29], or the piecewise-polynomial nonuniform FFT of [30],
compute the Fourier coefficients of f with uniform error O(hp) in optimal time. Second, the matrix exponen-
tials e�sS(k) which mollify the Fourier series are evaluated by standard Padé approximation codes such as
padm from expokit [31]. They can be efficiently precomputed, stored and reused if the same elliptic system
is to be solved repeatedly with different data, as in time stepping. S(k)�1 is applied by standard Cholesky
decomposition or the SVD [32]. Mean value conditions may be imposed by the SVD if necessary. Third,
BFf is evaluated on the grid with another FFT.

There are two sources of error in the computation of BFf, the spectral or O(hp) error in the Fourier coef-
ficients of f, and the Fourier series truncation error Oðe�sN2Þkf k1. It is worth noting that both errors can be
tightly controlled even if f is a discontinuous function, a measure or a distribution.

9. High-order local correction

We approximate the local correction BLf on the same uniform grid, using the same grid values of f. High-
order accuracy is obtained with uncentered finite differencing based on polynomial interpolation.

Conceptually, we can replace f(x) by a Lagrange interpolation polynomial P based on a square stencil con-
taining (2s + 1)d grid neighbors of each evaluation point x. Then an exact algebraic computation of the first m

terms
Bm
LPðxÞ ¼ s� 1

2!
s2S þ 1

3!
s3S2 � � � � � 1

m!
smSm�1

� �
A�P ðxÞ; ð13Þ
of the spectral Taylor series for BLP(x) will yield accuracy of order BLf ðxÞ � Bm
LPðxÞ ¼ Oðsmþ1 þ sh2sþ

s2h2s�2 þ � � �Þ. The O(sm+1) term is due to truncating the asymptotic series, while the other terms are due to
polynomial interpolation of f. The extra factors of s comes from the O(s) and higher size of the local correc-
tion terms.

The simplest example of this concept, with m = s = 1, makes B1
L ¼ sA� exact for multilinear polynomials P.

It truncates the local correction to
B1
Lf ðxÞ :¼ sA�f ðxÞ ¼ s

Xd

j¼1

�A�j f;jðxÞ þ A�0f ðxÞ
 !

;

and replaces the derivatives f,j(x) with difference approximations built from polynomial interpolation at the
nearest neighbors of x. The error is the sum of an O(s2) series truncation error, and the O(sh2) error due
to replacing f,j(x) by the corresponding derivative P,j(x) of a multilinear interpolating polynomial P. The nat-
ural choice s = O(h2), which keeps the Fourier series mollification error below level � ¼ Oðe�sN2Þ, gives fourth-
order accuracy if f has bounded third-order derivatives.

However, the idea of interpolating and evaluating is only a conceptual tool. It shows that there are q · p

matrix weights wij which make the following formula exact for polynomials P up to a certain degree
Bm
LPðxiÞ ¼

X
j

wijP ðxjÞ:
The most efficient approach to determining the weights wij would solve a linear system (underdetermined for
stability [33]), which requires exactness for some stable basis of the space of polynomials. This is cumbersome
to program, so we employ the following convenient approach.

We base a general evaluation scheme for Bm
LP ðxÞ on high-order equidistant uncentered finite difference sten-

cils for the first derivatives
g0ðxþ ihÞ ¼
Xs

j¼�s

cijgðxþ jhÞ þOðh2sÞ:
Such stencils, generated by Fornberg’s standard technique [34], yield tensor coefficients which produce Af or
A*f to order O(h2s) everywhere on the stencil ri = {xjixi � xjj 6 sh} from values of f on ri. Matrix multiplica-
tion and addition then build an O(sm+1 + sh2s)-accurate stencil for the local correction.
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The algorithm is detailed in the following pseudocode:

Algorithm 1. Compute high-order local correction coefficient matrix B:

Compute K = 2s + 1 by K matrix C, by Fornberg’s method [34], such that
P 0ðihÞ ¼ 1

h

Ps
j¼�scijP ðjhÞ

is exact for jij 6 s for all polynomials P of degree 6K � 1 in each variable.

Compute Kd by Kd matrices A of p · q blocks and A� of q · p blocks by

Aab ¼ ð
Pd

j¼1Ajcajbj

Q
i6¼jdaibi

Þ þ A0dab

A�
ab ¼ ð�

Pd
j¼1A�j cajbj

Q
i6¼jdaibi

Þ þ A�0dab

Here a = (a1,a2, . . . ,ad) and b are multiindices of integers in [�s,s].
Initialize matrices B and term T of the same size as A� by

B ¼T ¼A�

do l = 2 . . . m

T �sAA�T=l
B BþT

end do

An even more accurate version of the algorithm replaces Bm
L by the exact operator stencil

EðAÞ ¼ ðe�sAA� � IÞðA�AÞ�1
A� to obtain error O(sh2s).

10. Numerical results

We implemented a 2D version of our algorithm in the C programming language and verified its accuracy
and efficiency on a gallery of test cases. For a fixed random C4 solution (Fig. 1)
uðxÞ ¼
X1
k¼1

rkk�6 cosðkx1Þ cosððk þ 1Þx2Þ; random rk 2 ½�1; 1�
of the Poisson equation Du = f, solved as a 4 · 3 first-order system for u1 = u, u2 = u,x and u3 = u,y, Fig. 2
exhibits high-order convergence. Maximum-norm errors E, in the 3N2-vector consisting of u and its first deriv-
atives evaluated on the grid, are plotted in a log–log plot vs. CPU seconds T as four parameters vary: grid size
N, Fourier cutoff sN2, number of terms m, and local correction order 2s. The lower envelope of this cloud of
results exhibits high-order convergence: E = O(T�4) = O(N�8) = O(h8) as N!1. Naturally this lower enve-
lope consists of cases where the order of accuracy varies with the accuracy desired: Low accuracy is more effi-
ciently obtained with small m, s and N, while a eighth-order scheme with 5 order-8 corrections produces
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Fig. 1. A random C4 solution u of the Poisson equation.
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Fig. 2. A log–log plot of error E vs. CPU time T (marked by circles in the plot) for n-digit accuracy, for a random C4 solution u of the
Poisson equation (Fig. 1).
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12-digit accuracy most efficiently. The accompanying table of optimal parameters shows the CPU time and
parameter values which most efficiently achieve n-digit accuracy for n = 2, 3, . . . ,14. The fast convergence
to roundoff level exhibited by the solution and its derivatives, for fine meshes and high-order local correction,
demonstrates the stability of our method.

11. Boundary integral equations and variable coefficients

Our locally-corrected spectral methods extend to the solution of linear second-order elliptic systems (1) with
standard boundary conditions on arbitrary d-dimensional domains X � Q. After conversion to first order,
such problems include zero-order boundary conditions B(c)u(c) = g(c) on C = oX. Without loss of generality,
we can assume B B* = I, and define local projections Q = B*B and P = I � Q at each boundary point c 2 C.
Then Eq. (5) becomes a boundary integral equation
1

2
lðcÞ þ

Z
C

Xd

j¼1

njðrÞucðrÞAjlðrÞdr ¼ qðcÞ; ð14Þ
for the new projected unknown l(c) = P(c)u(c). The right-hand-side is a combination of volume and layer
potentials
qðcÞ ¼
Z

D
ucðyÞf ðyÞdy � 1

2
B�gðcÞ �

Z
C

Xd

j¼1

njðrÞucðrÞAjB�gðrÞdr;
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and l also satisfies a local condition Bl = 0 at each point of C. The factor 1/2 applies to smooth domains X.
At corners of nonsmooth domains, it becomes the fraction of solid angle subtended by the corner.

Our boundary integral Eq. (14) simplifies classical potential theory by eliminating double layer potentials.
In the special case of the time-harmonic Maxwell equations (Example 3), it resembles the combined field
approach which resolves some well-known difficulties with resonances in computational electromagnetism [35].

We then apply our Ewald summation technique for u to separate the kernel of the boundary integral equa-
tion (14),
Kðc; rÞ ¼
Xd

j¼1

njðrÞucðrÞAj;
into a global rapidly-converging Fourier series and a local correction. The Fourier series is a low-rank kernel,
while the local correction is a combination of d-functions and their derivatives on the interface. In the Poisson
and Stokes cases, our local correction generalizes other techniques for boundary integrals [36,28]. Thus our
technique expresses the kernel as a global low-rank modification of a local differential operator, and permits
the application of standard fast solution techniques.

Our new approach also extends to periodic variable-coefficient problems as in [37]: We represent the solu-
tion as a volume potential formed with the locally-corrected fundamental solution of a conveniently chosen
constant-coefficient problem, varying on subdomains to capture local behavior of the coefficients. We solve
a locally implicit volume potential equation by iteration or direct low-rank updating, and evaluate the poten-
tial as desired.

12. Conclusions

We have presented a new approach to the solution of general elliptic systems, based on conversion to over-
determined first-order systems and a new Ewald summation technique. Numerical results in periodic geometry
demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency of this approach. We have also derived boundary integral equations
which employ the new approach to solve general elliptic systems on complex domains.
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